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Abstract (en)
The invention relates to switching a ramp current for super conducting windings of a superconducting magnet assembly switch assembly. In this
respect, according to the invention, a superconducting magnet assembly (1) is provided which comprises super conducting windings (2) and a ramp
current switch assembly (3), wherein the ramp current switch assembly (3) comprises a frame (4), a first current lead (5) and a second current lead
(6) for supplying or drawing electrical current to or from the superconducting magnet windings (2), respectively, a flexible electrically conductive
braid (7), and an actuator rod (8), wherein the first current lead (5) and the second current lead (6) are fixedly mounted to the frame (4), and the
braid (7), at a first end (71), is fixedly connected to the first current lead (5), and at a second end (72), is fixedly connected to a first end (81) of the
actuator rod (8), wherein the actuator rod (8) comprises a heater (9) for heating the actuator rod (8), and wherein the actuator rod (8), at a second
end (82), is fixedly connected to the frame (8), the frame (8) being a counter bearing for the actuator rod (8) in such a way that heating or cooling the
actuator rod (8) with the heater (9), due to thermal expansion of the actuator rod (8), leads to a movement of the second end (82) of the actuator rod
(8) towards or away from the second current lead (6), respectively, such that a galvanically conducting electrical contact between the second end
(72) of the braid (7) which is connected to the actuator rod (8) and the second current lead (6) is closed or opened, respectively. In this way, an easy
and efficient method for ramp-up and ramp-down of super conducting windings (2) with reduced heat influx to the super conducting windings (2) is
achieved.
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